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Cathay leaned
Less catering waste

Tony Tsang, Sous Chef on the Cathay
Pacific Catering Services top up production
line, has introduced a mechanism to prevent
excess meals being delivered to flights.
The problem
More meals were being uplifted than
required, which has an impact on cost.
What was the process before?
The top up team fulfils additional meal
requests from the airport after the main meal
production has been completed. Previously

we sent out extra meals with a meal order,
but now we use live data on passenger loads.
How did the Lean team help?
I worked with the team to standardise
the work practice for top-up meal requests.
The results
Between November 2017 and February
2018, 34,000 meals that would otherwise
have been wasted were not sent to Cathay
Pacific flights.

Inflight recycling
Flight Attendant Bao Yen was able to
combine her commitment to
environmentalism with an efficiency and
financial saving by suggesting better
recycling practices on board. Already
there is improved levels of recycling,
which is better for the brand’s
reputation for sustainability – and the
bottom line.

The problem
Recycling practices were inconsistent on
board, and some items that could be
recycled were being collected as general
waste, attracting a landfill payment.
What was the process before?
Pressures on storage in flight for waste
meant that recycling was not as efficient
as it needed to be.
What did Lean do?
By working with the Lean team and my
Lean mentor, we looked at techniques to
get to the root cause of the problem,
which also identified lack of awareness
among crew, despite them being
supportive of recycling. After I found out
the causes, I started working on action
plans. It was the most challenging part as
it takes time and effort to test the
proposed solutions.

Reduced travel paperwork
Assistant Manager Benefits Services
Cherry Ho started her Yellow Belt Lean
experience with two issues. Their
resolution has simplified the Employee
Travel admin process for everyone.
The problems
To get a visa letter application, people had to
apply via a cumbersome, legacy ‘green
screen’ system. The single employee travel
companion nomination process required a
redundant paper as well as an online
nomination. Both of these processes wasted
time for applicants and administrators.

What did Lean do?
Cherry’s Lean journey enabled her to
create a visa letter application process
as an online form on IntraCX. She also
removed the requirement to submit a
paper form for single employee travel
nomination.
The result
Upgrading these two processes are
direct improvements brought about by
the Lean project, speeding up the
process for applicants and saving
administrators’ time.

The results
We are reaching the final phase of the
project, but based on trial flights, there was
an improvement of more than 50 per cent in
all the recycling categories across the fleet,
which will mean significant savings and our
sustainability efforts will be enhanced.
Working with the Lean team has been
wonderful and realising your own ideas is
transformational and life-changing.
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Meals on wings

Last year, the Cathay Pacific Catering Services team delivered more than 30 million
fresh meals on board for Cathay Pacific and other airlines. How do they do it?

EVERY DAY, CATHAY Pacific Catering Services (CPCS) creates
more than 83,000 meals for an average of 205 daily flights from
Hong Kong. The wholly owned subsidiary of Cathay Pacific is based
at Hong Kong International Airport. Last year the CPCS facility was
expanded, allowing production capacity to increase from 100,000
1 72 hours before

Meal orders

the flight departs
the initial meal
order, including
72 hours
any special meals,
is sent to CPCS
through the Catering Planner.

2 The passenger number (load factor) is

continually updated until the check-in
counter is closed on the departure date,
and the passenger list is finalised.

3 Special meals and the standard meal

trays are prepared at the same time at our
CPCS facility and stored in meal carts.

Dining in
An inflight
meal on
Cathay Pacific

meals a day to 140,000, which led to a new record for the number
of meals produced in one day – 101,791 on 23 December.
With so many meal trays going out the door in 24 hours, the
catering group has logistics down to a fine art. Here’s the run
down, from kitchen to tray table.

4 The completed meal carts reach the

outbound area, and are stored in the
dispatch cold rooms and checked by
CPCS Catering Coordinators. They then
become “cold soak”.

5 The meals are transferred to the aircraft

by refrigerated trucks, just in time for
departure.

6 It takes 12 to 15 minutes to transfer meal

carts and other amenities to the aircraft,
depending on the location of the boarding
gates and traffic conditions at the apron.

7 CPCS supplies additional/top-up meals

for last-minute passengers (“go shows”),
which are delivered separately.

8 Two to three trucks are needed to serve

each aircraft. Once the trucks
arrive at the aircraft, the meals
and amenity carts are taken
out and cold appetisers are
stored in the fridges. Hot meals
are reheated before being
served to the passengers by
cabin crew.

9 Every year, a massive 22

million meals are served on
our flights, and on each long
haul flight we can expect to
serve 86 cans of mixers,
109 bottles of wine, 80 cans
of beer and 363 bottles of
juice, soft drink and water.
Bon appetit!
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